
1797
Drawing by Lady Anne Barnard looking 
down Strand Street at the Lutheran 
Church and  surrounding buildings with 
the Barracks building far right.

1832
 

Drawing by Sir Charles D’Oyly looking up Strand Street 
at the Lutheran Church complex and its neighbours, 
clearly showing the original warehouse building in the 

foreground on the corner of Strand and Bree Street.

1862
Snow’s survey of Cape Town 

Arthur Elliott’s photograph showing the view up Strand Street, 
clearly showing the original warehouse in the foreground

1880

1915
Photograph by Arthur Elliott 
showing the Lutheran church 
and a portion of the original 
warehouse on Strand Street 
on the extreme right.

Previous alterations rendered much of the original heritage fabric of the 
building unrecognisable. Gabriel Fagan Architects worked to restore 
the remaining historic fabric of the original building back to its original 
design before juxtaposing a contemporary counterpart above.

2000 - 2009 

Newspaper Articles headlining the Barracks development

2011 - 2014

2010-2023
Gabriel Fagan Architects’ Design Process

Left to right: Richard Woodhead, 
John Wilson-Harris, Gabriel Fagan, 
Gwen Fagan, Mike Augoustides, 
Piet van Zyl and Casey Augoustides

2018

Under Construction

2016 - 2023

Schoemacher’s engraving, the first 
three-dimensional representation of the long, 
double storey warehouse building on the property

1778

1785
 

Unnamed 1785 plan of Cape Town
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Brothers win appeal

MONIQUE DUVAL 

T
he heritage row over the
warehouse on the corners
of Strand and Bree streets

has been resolved 18 months after
it made headlines.

This is after the Department of
Environmental Affairs and Devel-
opment Planning upheld the
application by the Augostides
brothers to develop a four-storey
office block on top of the existing
warehouse. 

Heritage experts fought the
proposal tooth and nail after the
City’s Spatial Planning, Environ-
ment and Land Use Management
Committee (SPELUM ) and Her-
itage Western Cape gave their
approval last year.

The warehouse is situated in
an Urban Conservation Area and,
at the time the developers had
applied to the Spelum committee
for permission to allow work to go
ahead and in March 2011, the
City opened the proposal to pub-
lic participation and later reversed
its decision to allow the develop-
ment go ahead. 

The developers  appealed the
decision made by the City with the
Department of Environmental
Affairs and Development Plan-
ning, which has since upheld the
original decision. 

Casey Augostides told the
CapeTowner they were pleased
with the final decision. 

“This has been an extremely
lengthy project and the costs to
date have been huge. The prop-
erty had, over time, been subdi-
vided into six different pieces, all
separately owned.  

“We had to buy them back and
go through a consolidation
process, which  involved substan-
tial transfer costs and taxes,
among others.  

“As an aside, these various
pieces were unfortunately gutted
and modified haphazardly over
time by their various owners
resulting in most of the original
warehouse building being lost.
What remains is an ensemble of
essentially modern structures,
which vaguely resemble what was
but add no value to the precinct,”
he said. 

Mr Augostides said they first

approached the City in 2006 and
submitted a Notice of Intent to
Develop (NID). 

He said the first proposal was
not supported by Heritage West-
ern Cape and they were advised to
do a Heritage Impact Assessment
(HIA). 

“It was clear that this was going
to be a challenging site and we
needed to respond to a number
of factors, often in conflict with
each other. 

“This is why we  approached
the Fagans, who for decades were
pro bono advisors to the
Lutheran Church and restorers of
its buildings – their knowledge
and passion for this site is more
intimate than anyone else’s in this
country.  

“The first scheme was dis-
carded and we started afresh.

The new scheme developed was
purposely under bulked and a
huge amount of time, money and
effort was invested to come up
with a suitable design that worked
from a heritage point of view, but
that would also be economically
viable and contribute to the mod-
ern day needs of the city,” Mr
Augostides said. 

The concept that was devel-
oped by Gabriel Fagan Architects
will see the existing buildings
being restored to resemble their
original simple warehouse form
while all the remaining historic
fabric will be repaired, showcased
and protected for the benefit of
the public. 

� A concept drawing of the redevelopment of the warehouse on the corners of Strand and Bree streets.

The heritage row
over the 
warehouse is
finally over 

Continued on page 3

1767
First map to identify the property; the Plan en Caart 
van het Fort en Vlek an Cabo de Goede Hoop. This 
drawing suggests that a building already existed 
on this plot or was being constructed at this time.

Brandes watercolour painting looking down 
Strand Street showing a soldier wearing the 
Meuron regiment uniform in the foreground. 
Barracks building behind the bench on the left.

1786

Thompson Map

1827

Thompson Map

1835

Captain Sherwill’s drawing showing a panoramic view of Cape 
Town which looks over the long roof of the original warehouse 

1849

2023
COMPLETION

2011  PROPERTIES CONSOLIDATED  1895 - 1949
Charles Goad Fire Insurance Maps


